NOTES: SOFAR Biomass Committee
February 24, 2022

Meeting in Brief
Norma Santiago presented a planning document (link) to demonstrate the feasibility of building
biomass infrastructure in El Dorado County. Norma, Greg Stanton, and Craig Thomas will meet
with SNC’s Elissa Brown before the next meeting to discuss grant funding options to further
develop the plan.
Sierra Pacific Industries (SPI), Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E), and Sacramento Municipal Utilities
District (SMUD) representatives, as major landowners and producers of slash and other woody
biomass in the county, described their interest in a biomass plan in the county. Participants
observed that the volume of their available material would be more suited to a larger plant than
the 1 MW plant currently allowed given air quality emission standards.

Action Items
Greg, Craig, Norma, and Elissa Brown will meet to discuss grant opportunities for funding
development of a biomass plan for El Dorado County.
Tim Tate, SPI, will discuss the potential for biomass infrastructure at the Camino mill site with his
management and the site owners.
Val Tiango, SMUD, is developing a biomass plan for SMUD and will reach out to SPI, PG&E, ENF,
and Greg for their input.
Greg will invite ENF and Pioneer Energy representatives to the next meeting.

Developing Biomass Business Plan for El Dorado County
Norma developed a skeleton document highlighting components of a business plan intended to
“demonstrate the feasibility of a biomass infrastructure that provides environmental and social
benefit while stimulating economic growth” in El Dorado County. The small group would like to
seek grant funding to further develop this plan. Development will require more data, perhaps
from a countywide assessment.
Elissa Brown, Sierra Nevada Conservancy, noted that funding options expand if the scope or
structure of the “business plan” could be flexible enough to be considered a strategic plan, a
feasibility study, or an economic assessment. Similarly, that flexibility would allow the committee
to strategically decide which partner organization should apply for grants based on the
landscape of grant requirements. Funding is currently available for both workforce development
and business development. Greg, Norma, Craig, and Elissa will meet to discuss funding
possibilities.
There is a typo referencing “$140 million board feet” to be corrected in the document, it should
read “140 million board feet,” though the amount of feedstock in the surrounding landscape
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needs to be assessed in a commissioned study. Such a study would be part of either
development or implementation of the plan.

Project Scaling
County consultant Greg Stanton invited SPI, PG&E, and SMUD representatives to share their
organizations’ interest in utilizing a biomass plant. Also, current air quality emissions standards
limit the size of plant possible in El Dorado County. The stakeholders expressed the perspectives
below.
SPI, represented by Tim Tate and Rich Waite:
• SPI would like to see another outlet for biomass in the county.
• Transporting slash to the Rio Bravo biomass plant is currently cost prohibitive.
• The volume of biomass produced by SPI would overwhelm a 1 MW plant; SPI would
prefer 10-12 MW.
• SPI currently distributes slash over the landscape because controlled burns are no longer
considered safe.
PG&E, represented by Brandon Sanders:
• PG&E is supportive of this effort but would also overwhelm a 1 MW plant.
• Brandon can help tie the electricity into the grid once a biomass plant is operational.
• Pioneer Community Energy should be part of these conversations as the primary energy
provider for El Dorado County. PG&E subcontracts with Pioneer.
• PG&E is expanding its program for mitigating hazard trees and plans to underground
10,000 miles of powerlines in the next 10 years.
SMUD, represented by Valentine Tiango:
• SMUD will support construction of a biomass power plant of any capacity, depending on
cost.
• A biomass plant would contribute to SMUD’s Carbon neutral by 2030 goal.
• SMUD is removing substantial material to avoid wildfires in their transmission corridor.
• SMUD currently sends slash to the Rio Bravo power plant.
• Val is developing a biomass plan for SMUD and will reach out to SPI, PG&E, ENF, and Greg
for their input.
Greg acknowledged that ENF is another landowning agency and large producer of biomass. (ENF
was not present in the meeting.) He conjectured that El Dorado County would be unlikely to
take full responsibility (i.e., own) to advance this project. Further, the County would be looking
for support from the major landowners, including the federal government and as a major
landowner. Greg asked if the former SPI mill site at Camino would be appropriate to cite a
project. Tim Tate could not speak to that but offered to ask SPI management and the mill
owners. He noted that sizing and megawattage questions would need to be resolved first.
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Norma shared that the Tahoe-Central Sierra Initiative (TCSI) estimates that the Tahoe-Central
Sierra region, of which El Dorado County is part, could produce around 40 MW and estimates the
area around Camino as producing 7-8 MW.
Greg encouraged the major landowning parties to continue attending Biomass Committee
meetings, since there is benefit for each of them in having a local biomass facility. Norma noted
that the business plan could help address some of the concerns of these stakeholder entities and
that determining a governing model for everyone to work together will be necessary.

Next Steps
Greg, Norma, and Craig will meet to plan the March 24 Biomass Committee. In that meeting the
group will continue to advance the possibility of a larger scale facility, discussion can take place
regarding potential for implementation at Black Oak Unified School District, and Phoenix Energy
will provide a presentation.
Greg will invite ENF and Pioneer Community Energy representatives to the next meeting.
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